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Abstract
Inrecent years, artificial intelligence like HCI (Human
Computer Interface) has become very hot issue. The additional
speech emotion recognition capabilities, speech based interfaces
could be created more human-centric. The natural languages
do not share the same features and variation in the process of
speech, sound of speech; the recognition of speech accuracy
gets affected with respect to the consumer’s language. The main
aim of this research is to study the design of intonation and
stress for voice emotion in English and to study the influence of
person on emotion of speech’s recognition and accuracy.
Speech information corresponds to the several type of emotions
as Happy, Sad, Surprise, Joy and Aggressive. It was collected
from 32 samples which contain various audio files. The
research paper implements a combined system for detection of
speech emotion by feature extraction using Gamma Tone
Cepstral and Coefficient (GTCC); Enhanced Genetic Algorithm
(EGA) used to extract features based on pitch, energy, filtered
data and frequency. Classification is used to detect emotion in
by supervised approach which have K-mean clustering
algorithm and DNN algorithms. The consequences of the study
defined are reduced features set gave better performance results
as compared to SVM and Hybrid SVM approach.

speech services and voice emotional re-habitation,
recognition plays the main role [2].

(a) Original image

(b) Noisy Image
Keywords: Speech emotion recognition, Feature
extraction, Gamma tone cepstralcoefficient(GTCC),
Enhanced genetic algorithm, K-mean clustering and DNN
algorithm.

1.INTRODUCTION
Speech contains numerous features like pitch, contour,
energy, efficiency, which creates it as an effective
framework medium. It is conceivable to take the emotions
of speech and attitudes only through voice. Voice Emotion
is the significant part of the communication and it is not
conceivable to take the voice emotions through an
individual text dictation [1]. One could say that emotion is
a design of expressing an individual’s mental state. The
speech could provide a substantial amount of quality of
information about the interior to auditor which could be a
procedure to handle the qualities of a person. The fact has
stimulated investigators to reach and think of the human
machine interface. Speech Emotion Recognition
applications are useful like NHMI (Natural Human
Machine Interaction), web servers, call records, etc. In
applications i.e. animated features, speech, automated
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(c) Decompose Signal

Fig 1 (a) Shows the original image, (b) Noisy signal and
(c) Remove the noise with the help of AWN channel filter
used
Voice/Speech is the simplest and the oldest form of human
messages or communication. The speech recognition is
also reproducing the emotional and psychological phase of
the speaker.To develop emotion of the speech an internal
phase of human computer design at an interval time.
Emotional recognition is used in automatic speech support
systems in call records to manage the client according to
their emotional phases. There are five basic emotions, i.e.
happy, sad, surprise, joy and aggressive. In our work, we
have measured aggression, happiness, sadness, joy and
surprise as the four basic characteristics for study. The
explained study is proposed for the characteristics of
speech and classification for emotion identification and it
is obtainable in the previous works. Even however, various
speech emotion feature extraction using GTCC (Gamma
Tone Cepstral and Coefficient), reduce the features based
on an enhanced genetic algorithm, to classify the features
based on K-mean clustering algorithm and deep neural
network and finished several speeches using ENGLISH.
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The speech archives were taken from non-professional
focuses [3].
The procedure of Speech Emotion Recognition is as
follows; data acquisition, feature extraction and
recognition of emotions. The block diagram of Speech
Emotion Recognition is shown in figure 2.

DB
Extract
Feature

Emotion
Detect

Fig 2 The block diagram of speech emotion recognition
system
The classification approach classified the emotion of
speech using DNN and K-means algorithm. In this work,
five groups of emotions were studied and classified using
DNN algorithm with training and testing phase. These
techniques are defined to calculate the performance
parameters. It used the speech dataset for covering
replaced and similar samples of five emotions in
ENGLISH. An emotion Recognition rate of 93.6% was
described using K-means and DNN model in this paper
[4].
In this section, the combination of characteristics, namely:
energy, pitch, volume and contour; frequencies were
measured for their appropriateness as input classified by
emotions categories. The classification is done by feature
performance parameters using K-means clustering
algorithm and Deep Neural Network algorithm and
subjected to intelligence for training and testing using
DNN. The consequence of K-mean clustering algorithm
used for the recognition of emotions and analyze the
performance of the speech [5]. In section II, we are
discussing the previous work studied on speech emotion
recognition. In section III, we are discussing that the issues
arise in speech detection and section IV and V describes
how to resolve the problem occur in this topic and enhance
the performance based in new classification approaches
and compared with existing one. Section VI defines the
conclusion and future scope of the emotion detection in
speech.

2.RELATED WORK
Verma et al. (2016) [6] aimed at analyzing the structures of
pressure and intonation of voice emotional speech in Hindi
language and studying the influence of sex and speech
emotions recognition accuracy. Poorna et al. (2015)
[7]defined that supervised learning algorithms used for
training and testing phase and two binary algorithms used
to cross-breed rule based on clustering algorithm and multi
SVM algorithm. The consequences of the study defined a
reduced set of unique properties, hybrid rules used and
provided better performance when compared. Swain et al.
(2016) [8]evaluate that the system design and performance
is used for important feature selection and dependent
mixture to model and SVM model for classification. The
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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study of the consequences, after important features were
found using the orthogonal forward selection approaches.
It shows that the vector model is the better classification
method as compared to dependent mixture model. Dahake
et al. (2016) [9]defined that the HCI voice emotions
identification is playing a pivotal segment in the area of
research. Human emotions are the emotions such as
ANGRY, SAD, SURPRISE, NEUTRAL, etc. In this paper,
the features are extracted with cross-breed of energy, pitch,
formats zero crossing.The pitch detection is done by a
coefficient technique after evaluating it with autocorrelation and AMDF. The training and testing phase of
the SVM classification is compared with dissimilar kernel
function like linear, polynomial, quadratic etc. Deng et al.
(2017) [10] defined that the several recognition systems
given recent a dramatic drop in the performance when
tested in speech data described from dissimilar speakers,
voice, environments and domain situations. In this method
it explained a new approach unsupervised domain
algorithm that is used to improve the performance
parameters based on domain adaption techniques. Fan et
al. (2005) [11] presented a new procedure for selection of
employee set in SMO type breakdown method. It
discoursed that in training, support vector machine
(SVMs), selection of working set in decomposition process
was main. Fast convergence was achieved by using
information of second order. Theoretical properties like as
linear convergence are established. Shao et al. (2013) [12]
suggested an algorithm for excellent of working set in
SMO type decomposition. It showed that in training
element. Least square support vector machinery (LSSVMs) the choice of working set in decomposition process
was important. In the proposed method a single way was
selected to achieve the method convergence of the best
condition.

3.PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we described the two techniques
(classification and Dimensional) and issues in speech
emotion recognition. The classified modeling is based on
organization of voice emotions into a particular set of
emotions such as HAPPY, SAD, ANGRY that is perceived
by users and technique verified. The most well-known is
the valence and excitement dimension [13].
Although psychological data define that these binary
dimensions are not perpendicular. It is most accepted to
cover every main emotions expressed in speech. While
there is evidence suggesting that high arousal induces
physical modifications in the body are in terms to
maximize the heart rate, high blood pressure and greater
sub glottal pressure, which in turns consequences in a
modify in speech, creating it’s pitch louder, faster speed
and maximizing the average energy. In this paper, we
discussed the emotions recognition issue from the
classificational perspectives. Normally, five categories of
emotions are required. The classification groups are
encrypted with binary bit-stream, namely “1000000”
defines Anger, “010000” defines Boredom, “0010000”
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defines Happy, “00000010” defines neutral and “0000001”
defines sadness.
Now, the speech emotion detection problem defined audio
signal to classify it. For the aim of the demonstration, we
analyze to the use of DNN as the classifier. Further, we
consider that the DNN is trained using the training dataset. To proposed approach, we considered the DNN to be
communicating channel which takes the speech signals, a
set of features to input and transmits a 5-bit result. As with
any non-ideal communication channel, there is a network
transmission error which consequences in the output bits in
error rate. K-means clustering approach divides the data in
the form of clusters in a communication network. In our
case the network is the DNN, which defines the output
bits. This process is verified the error correction in speech
emotion recognition[14].
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 Bandwidth of gamma tone filters maximum with the
rising of the centric frequency. Six phase gamma tone
filters band-width BB could be estimated with formula
and FCC.
BB = 1.019 * ERBB (fcc)

(2)

Start

Sad

Happy

Joy and
Surprise

Aggressive

4.PROPOSED WORK
In this section we explained the proposed methodology
with algorithm which has been used. Our aim includes the
following:

Feature extraction using GTCC

1. Start:
First, we search the dataset from the repository site.
Download the wave files in various speech, emotions i.e.
angry, happy, sad, joy and surprise. Design the graphical
user interface page which is made by MATLAB Tool.
Upload the wave files in different speech emotions and
check the noise level to improve the speech with the help
of filtration approach and generate the smooth wave file
means noise free wave file.
2. Feature Extraction Approach:
We applied the GTCC approach for Feature Extraction.
Gamma tone function models the human auditory filter
response. The connection between the impulse response of
the gamma tone filter and the one which is acquired from
the beings. The computation procedure of the Gamma
Tone Cepstral Coefficient is equivalent to the Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficient extraction scheme. The
audio signal is initially windowed into short-frames,
generally of 10-50ms. This method has two-fold purpose:
 The non-stationary audio signal could be presumed to
be fixed for a short interval, thus enabling the spectra
temporal signal analysis and then

Reduce the feature set (EGA)

Classification (K-means and DNN)

Stop
Fig 3 Proposed Flow Chart
 Where, ERBB is the contraction of equal rectangle
band width. ERBB is a psycho-acoustic measure of the
speaker filter height at each point along the cochlea.
There are several paths to module ERBB from fcc.
Relationship between ERB and f could be approximate
modeled as:
(

( )=

nn-1

cos(2

+

) (1)

Where kk is the amplitude gain, nn is the filter order, BB is
the filter’s band-width, fcc is the centric frequency in Hz
and φ is the phase shift. The gamma tone filter’s fourth
stage is similar methodused to represent the human speaker
answer.
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(3)

Equation 2, the ERBB scale is defined as the numeral of
ERBBs below each frequency:

 The proficiency of the feature extraction procedure is
augmented.
 Gamma tone filter bank is a collection of filters for the
simulators. The product of a gamma division and a
sinusoidal tone whose center frequency is FCC which
could be written as:

) = 24.7 + 0.108

(

) = 21.4 log 10 (1+0.00437fcc) (4)

In order to model the consumer activity audio frequency
range, the filter bank shall cover each point in the ERBB
space. The centric part frequencies of each gamma tone
filter are quality spaced on the ERBB scale equation 3,
which is defined as:
=

-1

(

(

low)+

(

)

(

)

(5)
-1

Where
is the inverse of the ERBBS function low
is the lesser frequency measured, fhighis the high frequency,
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N is the number of gamma tone filter and 5 is the filter
index.

 Gamma tone filter bank is used to spectrum signal
FFT, achieving sub band researched area. The GTCC
could be calculated as:
=

log 10(

1<=m<=M

)cos [

Π

(

+
+

+

+

Where,

Flow is the set to 10Hz and fhigh is set of 20000Hz

∑Nn=1

=
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-1/2)],

(6)

Where Xn is the energy of the nth sub band, N is the
numerous of gamma tone filter and M is the numerous of
GTCC.
3. Clustering Approach:
After feature extraction, we implement K-mean method to
classify or to collect your items based on attributes/features
into a quantity of clusters (Categories of speech form).
4. Reduce Features in Enhanced Genetic Algorithm
It is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm based on the
evolutionary ideas of normal range and inheritance. As
used they signify a bright operation of a random search
used to solve optimization problems. Even if randomized,
GA is by no means random, as a substitute they develop
past in sequence to direct the exploration into the region of
improved act within the search space. The basic techniques
are calculated to suggest processes in natural systems
required for growth; especially those follow the values first
arranged down “survival of the fitting”.
5. Deep Neural Network for Classification
Machine learning algorithms facilitate a lot in conclusion
making and neural network has achieved well in
categorization purpose in medical field. Most popular
techniques among them are deep neural network. Deep
Neural Networks are those networks that are the group of
simple elements which can perform tasks in parallel
fashion. A deep neural network can be trained to perform a
particular function by adjusting the values of the weights
between elements. Network function is resolute by the
networks between elements[15].

TN = True Negative, TP = True Positive,
FN = False Negative,

FP = False Positive.

 False Acceptance Rate (FAR): relates to the classifier
abilities to verify the emotion falsely correct, although
FAR and FRR defined as:
=

(

+

)

False Acceptance Rate is defined by the speech security
system will wrongly accept an access attempt by an
unauthorized user. A system’s FAR normally is stated
as the ratio of the number of false acceptances divided
by the number of ID efforts.
 False Rejection Rate (FRR):FRR is defined is the
measure of the probability that the speech security
system will wrongly reject an access effort by an
authorized user. A system’s FRR typically is stated as
the ratio of the number of false recognitions divided
by the amount of identification efforts.
=

(

+

)

For classification under the Machine Learning and
Artificial Intelligence, 80% of the features set were used
for training and the left 20% features were used for
testing.Mainly binary methods of classification were used
in this research paper, K-means clustering and Deep
Neural Network.
2. K-Means Clustering Algorithm
The 2D plotting between each possible cluster of features
was created. These points created five clusters in the
feature set.

5.RESULTS
In this section, we discussed the result explanation in
details with performance parameters. The calculated
characteristics were collected and classified for sad, happy,
joy, surprise and anger. The feature set is the out of the
ones for the categories were emm, pmm, pvv, prr, f11, c11,
and q22, because these characteristics provide improved
accuracy.
1. Performance Evaluations for Classification: were
accuracy, false acceptance rate, false rejection rate, error
rate and precision.
 Accuracy and precision is the complete correctness of
the classifier. Accuracy performance parameter
considered based on classifiers (DNN).

Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

Fig 4 Clustering Output in five categories
Only the clusters which defined less overlapping in feature
set were evaluated for classification. K-means clustering
was applied to the 2D feature sets to evaluate the clustered
centric point.
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Fig 4 shows that the clustering output in five categories i.e.
SAD, HAPPY, SURPRISE, JOY and AGGRESSIVE. We
implement the K-mean clustering algorithm is grouping the
data in the form of clusters. In k-type of cluster observe by
the cluster nearest mean calculates is called Centroid.

Aggres
sive
Happy

Table 1: Clustering in the training set
Catego Hap
Sad
Joy
Surpri Aggre
ries
py
se
ssive

Sad

16

12

22

28

22

Feature values lying on the outline of each class added
based on distance rule. During training point in the
overlapped centers defined less level of classification as
compared. Table 1, defines the clustered assigned to every
data point based on the mismatched in 2D feature set.

Cluster Size

20
10

0.0002
6698
0.0002
3
0.0032

97.798
5
98.1

0.0350
97
0.021

0.9782
5
0.981

98.6

0.0031

0.987

0.0043

98.9

0.0035

0.99

0.0045

99.0

0.0031

0.991

Table 2, defined that the performance parameters in
proposed work i.e. false acceptance rate, false rejection
rate, error rate, accuracy and precision. The false
acceptance and false rejection performance are known as
an error. The error rate is minimized and accuracy,
precision parameter improves the performance based on
DNN algorithm.

Proposed Parameters

Parameters

30

Surpris
e

Cluster Size

0

Performance Parameters

Cluster
Value

Joy

0.021
748
0.012
3
0.002
23
0.003
2
0.004
3
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0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01

Far

0

Frr
Error Rate

number of categories
number of categories

Fig 5 Cluster value calculates the performance parameters.

3. Deep Neural Network
The Neural network is a set of algorithms, modeled
insecurely after the human intelligence, that are designed
to know the patterns. They interpret sensory data through a
kind of machine perception, labeling or collecting raw
idea. The patterns they identify are numerical, limited in
vectors, into which all real world information, image,
sound, text, or time sequence, must be transformed [11].
They help to group unlabeled data according to similarities
amongst the example inputs, and they categorize data when
they have a labeled data set in series.

Fig 6 Performance parameters (FRR. FAR, Error Rate)
Fig 6 defines, that the performance parameters like false
acceptance, rejection rate and error rate. An error is
reduced in this software and improves the performance
parameter of the accuracy and precision.

Accuracy
Accuracy (%ge)

Fig 5 defined in the training set, based on the data point
was added in the cluster form, defining a single speech
emotion. The total accuracy percentage (%) was
calculated. The cluster size, calculates the basis of
categories are mentioned that the SAD, HAPPY, JOY,
SURPRISE AND AGGRESSIVE.

99.5
99
98.5
98
97.5
97

Accuracy

Table 2:Performance calculated using K-mean and DNN
approach
Categ
ory

FAR
%

FRR
%

Accur
acy
%

Error
Rate
%
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Precisi
on
%

Number of categories
Fig 7 Accuracy percentage (%)
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Fig 7 shows the complete correctness of the classifier.
Accuracy, the measure based on classifiers. Accuracy
parameter used to measure the working capability of the
system in terms of positive classification. Here in this
figure accuracy level is 99%, which shows the
enhancement from the other existing approaches.

0.995
0.99
0.985
0.98
0.975
0.97
Aggressive
Happy
Joy
Sad
Surprise

Precision(%ge)

Precision

Precision
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Table 3:Comparisonbetween existing and proposed work
Category

Accuracy

Accuracy

Accuracy
(SVM +
K-mean)
%

Accuracy

(DNN)%

(SVM)%

1

97.5

95

96.4

96

2

98

94

95

92

3

98.7

92

93

90

(K-mean)
%

Table 3, described the performance parameters in existing
and proposed work comparison. In proposed work, we
used the DNN, K-means algorithm and existing work
(SVM, SVM+K-mean). In DNN approach implemented to
enhance the performance of the accuracy. But comparison
described by the various classification techniques used to
evaluate the accuracy parameter is to be enhanced.

Number of Categories

6.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Fig 8 Precision percentage (%)
Fig 8 Precision means positive predictive value.Precision
is the fraction of reasonable instance among the retrieve
instance. The precision parameter used for a class is the
various of true positive data is divided by the total number
of predictive values labeled as defining to the positive
class.
COMPARISON BETWEEN EXISTING AND PROPOSED WORK
99
-DNN+K
-SVM
-SVM+K
K-mean

98
97

A C C U R A C Y (% )

96
95
94
93
92
91
90

1

1.2

1.4

1.6 1.8
2
2.2 2.4
2.6
NUMBER OF EMOTION CATEGORIES

2.8

3

Fig 9 Comparison between existing and proposed work
Fig 9 shows measure performance parameters of the
existing and proposed work comparison. In proposed work,
we used the DNN and K-means algorithms, and existing
work (SVM, SVM+K-means). Less performance achieved
by the k-means clustering approach. More approaches
implemented to improve the accuracy parameter.

Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

In the human computer interface technology, the speech
recognition technology is difficult but increasingly
significant work impressed a huge number of features to
combine. The speech recognition has made various results
at present, but there are several issues existing because of
its difficulty. With the advent of large amounts of data
Deep Neural Network and K-mean clustering algorithm
defined a total performance ID of 98% compared to SVM,
SVM+K-mean classifiers. The performance parameters
defined are false rejection and acceptance rate,alternating
from 0.6 to 1 in-case of policy k-mean grouping and Deep
Neural Network as associatedwith that of SVM, SVM+Kmeans which had principles ranging from 0.7 and 0.9.
False rejection rate value for DNN+K-means clustering
also showed thatSVM + k-means clusters classifier give
values of 1 and 0.9. The learning of extracting features
(GTCC) and organization (DNN+K-mean), for dissimilar
speech emotion classifier were approved out in our work.
Technique and Machine Classifier achieved well in
emotion classification in speech throughout in terms of
accuracy and precision. This work can be expanded to
language and speech emotion classifier with extra data and
can be focused more on enhancing the quality of the voice
on the input data for DNN to learn voice features in order
to identify the emotion and enhancement in emotion
accuracy and can be done comparison with traditional
speech features.
The future scope is that the implementation can be done of
the speech emotion module to detect the emotion based on
FUZZY LOGIC model and Artificial Intelligence approach
i.e. Neural Network, to extract higher level feature and
enhance the detection rate and genuine acceptance rate.
FUZZY LOGIC Model can be used for emotion prediction
in the speech. It can detect the speech emotion in true and
positive (prediction based) values. It van generate the
binary numbers based on Fuzzy Logic Model.
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